NAIL TOOLS

Tribe Tools Guide

TRIBE TOOLS
TRIBE is a "New Culture of Professional
Beauty Tools".
Founded in the West Midlands home to
strong industrial links in manufacturing in
2020 by Lola Ricketts.
As a Multi- National Region, steeped in Culture and Diversity, Tribe's supply chain
has extended well beyond the UK and enabled us the opportunity to build great
business relations at home and across the World.
TRIBE has create exquisite Superior Quality Tools + Products that are affordable,
accessible + ethically sourced.
They are passionate about improving the industry standards, diversity and inclusion.
They proud to be diverse.

Personaility Information
New Culture of Professional Beauty Tools
wWW.tribeprotools.com
@officaltribeprotools
Nail Tools range from £20.00 - £40.00 per tool.
Nail Starter Kit - £159.00 - £179.00

Pro's & Con's
+ Available in Black, Silver and Gold.
+ Free Sharpening.
+ 12 Months Guaranteed.
+ Founded in West Midlands.
- Wide Range of Tools.
- Quick Delivery.
- Not as well known.

The Tools
Cuticle Nipper
£39.00 - Silver
£41.00 - Gold
£43.00 -Black
Hand-filed ultra-thin 4mm sharp blades and pointed
tips designed to avoid snagging or tearing cuticles with
advanced precision. Double spring action handles
ensure only the slightest pressure is needed for smooth
trimming.

Dual Cuticle Pusher
£26.00 - Silver
£28.00 - Gold
£30.00 - Black
Contoured with a round end to comfortably follow the
shape of the nail and a flat thin end to gently exfoliate
and push back the cuticle.

Cuticle Curette
£26.00 - Silver
£28.00 - Gold
£30.00 - Black
Super-thin edges for gentle and effective performance
buffed smooth to prevent scratching or damaging the
nail.

Nail Clipper
£21.00 - Silver
£23.00 - Gold
£25.00 - Black
Precise cutting and durability with a curved blade to
follow the natural curve of the nail.

Nail Scissors
£20.00 - Silver
£22.00 - Gold
£24.00 - Black
Enhanced durability and control ergonomic handles for
advanced performance. Especially great for those who
prefer trimming over clipping; can be used for both
fingernails, toenails, and nail art.

Nail Nipper
£40.00 - Silver
£42.00 - Gold
£44.00 - Black
Heavy-duty hand-filed sharp blades ideal for
cutting even the thickest of toenails with double
spring action handles and ergonomic grip control.

Nail Starter Kits
Silver Edition Prep Nail Tool Kit - £159.00
Gold Edition Prep Nail Tool Kit - £169.00
Black Edition Prep Nail Tool Kit - £179.00

Brand Hashtags
#tribeprotools #tribe #allonetribe

Discount Codes
NENAH10
TOMMI10
STEPH 10

